GO PUBLIC Awards
ESN Lithuania in cooperation with Education Exchanges Support Foundation announces a contest
for the best of the bests of the year 2011 in ESN Lithuania. Ten sections, more than three hundred
volunteers and whole year full of activities. It is your time at last to become seen enough,
appropriate appreciated, respected and rewarded for all the things you have done. For the things
you put so much effort into.
Five nominations, respectable commission and grand event then the winners will be announced.

Nominations
Best event. If you have organised an event, which has attracted a lot of attention and words
about how wonderful it was are still reaching you and all the participators ask when we are
going to have the next one event like this, do not miss your chance and apply for the Best
Event of the year 2011 in ESN Lithuania.
Best social project. Reach higher! Go further! Go Social! There is no day for you and your
teams when you stop thinking about ideas how socially improve our community? You
already realized some of them? Then write for us, share your results and win prizes.
Best picture. During the 365 days of the year, when there is always a camera in your event,
there are hundreds of photos remaining after every single evening you organise. Choose
something unique, beautiful, containing no nudity or alcohol and share with us. Do not let to
forget the most beautiful moments of the year 2011.
Best new idea. Your team is always full of new ideas and enthusiasm to realise them? Then
you should have done something really fresh in the sky of ESN. Maybe it was totally new
competition, excursion to unexplored land or you have done something so crazy we cannot
even imagine? Let us know!
Best best project. Just then you create an event on Facebook there are more than 100
attendants. You have already stable partners and your projects is widely seen and heard.
Media is writing about it and all the university or all the city knows about it. Even at least
one of these things have happened to your project, apply for the Best BEST Project and let
all the Lithuania know about it.
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Applying information
How?
Send an email to pr@esnlithuania.org with a short description of your project/event/photo or
idea, provide some visual material as photos from the project or promotional material as posters,
leaflets, stickers and etc. Add links to the websites and articles, which have promoted your
activities. Write why you deserve this award and add anything else what would prove the
commission that YOU were the best during the year 2011.
When?
The last day to send the applications is 5th of May (23:59), 2012.
Winners will be elected during one week until Mentors’ Days – the grand event organised by ESN
Lithuania and Education Exchanges Support Foundation.
Winners will be announced during Mentors’ Days 2012.
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